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ABSTRACT: A series of carbon nanofiber (CNF)/polydi-
methylsiloxane (PDMS)-based nanocomposites was prepared
by anionic ring opening polymerization of octamethylcyclo-
tetrasiloxane (D4) in presence of pristine CNF and amine-
modified CNF. A detailed study of morphology–property
relationship of the nanocomposites was carried out in order
to understand the effect of chemical modification and load-
ing of filler on property enhancement of the nanocomposites.
An elaborate comparison of structure and properties was
carried out for the nanocomposites prepared by in situ and
conventional ex situ methods. Pronounced improvement in
degree of dispersion of the fillers in the matrix on amine
modification of CNFs was reflected in mechanical properties
of the modified nanocomposites. Maximum upliftment in

mechanical properties was observed for in situ prepared
amine modified CNF/hydroxyl PDMS nanocomposites.
For 8 phr filler loading, tensile strength increased by 370%,
while tensile modulus showed an increase of 515% compared
with the virgin elastomer. Furthermore, in situ prepared
unmodified CNF/hydroxyl PDMS nanocomposites showed
an increase of 141�C in temperature of maximum degrada-
tion (Tmax) for 8 phr CNF loading. These results were corre-
lated with the morphological analysis through transmission
electron microscopic studies. VC 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
J Appl Polym Sci 123: 3675–3687, 2012
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INTRODUCTION

Among the one-dimensional nanoscaled carbon
materials, carbon nanofibers (CNFs) are being well
accepted as reinforcing additives.1–4 In recent years,
these are produced by economic techniques such as
carbon ablation and chemical vapor deposition
(CVD). On incorporation into polymer matrices,
these result in advanced engineering high perform-
ance materials.5,6 These are expected to improve var-
ious properties of nanocomposites due to their inter-
facial adhesion with polymeric phase.7 However,
CNFs show inherent tendency to form bundles due
to strong lateral interactions among themselves. This
causes difficulty in dispersing individual nanofibers
in the matrix of a polymer and hence their outstand-
ing properties remain untapped due to poor disper-
sion. Thus, proper dispersion of CNFs in a polymer
matrix is the key factor in determining enhancement
of properties of nanocomposites.

Homogeneous dispersion of the nanofibers in a
polymer matrix can be achieved by developing
strong van der Waals force of attraction between a
polymer and the filler. The aim of overcoming the
incompatibility between the fillers and polymer mat-
rices and the strong tendency of self-aggregation of
the nanofibers can be effectively fulfilled by chemi-
cal treatment of the filler.7,8 Introduction of chemi-
cally attached functional groups on the surface of
CNFs promotes dispersion in the polymer matrix,
thereby facilitating significant energy as well as load
transfer across the interface and hence improving
the mechanical properties of the nanocomposites.9,10

In situ preparation of nanocomposites facilitates
good dispersion of fillers in a polymer matrix.11,12

This technology has been explored in the recent
years to affect significant dispersion of nanofillers in
polymer matrix.
Because of their promising mechanical strength,

CNFs are effective in upliftment of mechanical prop-
erties of the nanocomposites. Various thermoplastic
and thermosetting polymers such as polypropylene
(PP),13–18 polycarbonate,19–21 poly(ether ether
ketone),22 nylon,23 epoxy,24 etc., have been used in
nanocomposite preparation. However, no work has
been reported till date on CNF/PDMS nanocomposites.
PDMS exhibits a bouquet of exquisite properties

owing to its unique structural features. Its high
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thermal stability, low temperature flexibility, bio-
compatibility, good air permeability widens its
gamut of applications.25–28 However, its poor me-
chanical strength limits its application in those cases
where strength is a critical concern. Thus, an attempt
can be made to prepare nanocomposites by explor-
ing the excellent mechanical properties of CNF.
Nanocomposite preparation with these two materials
is challenging due to a huge surface energy differ-
ence between the two phases. This may lead to
improper dispersion of the fibrous phase in the ma-
trix. Furthermore, it is a well agreed fact that chemi-
cal modification improves dispersion of nanofibers
in a polymer matrix leading to improvement in vari-
ous physico-mechanical properties. Thus, in this
study, an attempt has been made to improve disper-
sion of filler in the polymer matrix by in situ synthe-
sis of nanocomposites. Additionally, chemical modi-
fication of filler was carried out in order to get an
insight into the influence of filler modification and
in situ nanocomposite preparation on the dispersion
state of the filler and hence on the physico-mechani-
cal properties of the nanocomposites.

Literature review reveals that work based on
CNF/PDMS nanocomposites is very scanty. The
plausible reason for this is the improper dispersion
of the CNFs in the polymer matrix. Thus in this
work, for the first time CNF/PDMS nanocompo-
sites have been prepared by anionic ring opening
polymerization of octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane (D4)
in presence of CNF. Amine modification of CNF
has been carried out and in situ nanocomposites
have been prepared with the same. The nanocom-
posites prepared have been characterized by Trans-
mission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Attenuated
Total Reflection-Fourier Transform Infrared Spec-
troscopy (ATR-FTIR), swelling studies, mechanical
and thermal properties measurements. The results
obtained have been compared with those of the
nanocomposites prepared by conventional ex situ
method.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

Octamethylcyclotetrasiloxane [(CH3)2SiO] 4 (D4),
Platinum catalyst (Pt catalyst in U-10, where U-10 is
a vinyl PDMS system having a molecular weight
74,400 and viscosity 10 Pa s) and the hydride cross-
linker polymethylhydrogenosiloxane (V430) with the
chemical formula Me3Si(OSiMe2)x(OSiMeH)yOSiMe3,
where x and y are 10, having hydride content of
4.3 mmol/g were provided by Momentive Perform-
ance Materials, Bangalore, India. The monomer D4

with a boiling point of 175�C having purity > 99%
(GC) was freshly distilled before use.

1, 1, 3, 3-Tetramethyl-1, 3-divinyldisiloxane with
purity 97% having a boiling point 139�C was pur-
chased from Sigma-Aldrich, USA.
Potassium hydroxide was procured from Merck,

Mumbai, India.
CNFs (as grown grade PR-24 AG Pyrograf-III)

were obtained from Applied Sciences, USA. The
CNF consists of relatively straight cylindrical tubes.
Tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) was obtained from

Acros Organics, NJ, USA.
Dibutyltin dilaurate (DBTDL) was procured from

Aldrich Chemicals, Bangalore, India.
Hexamethylenediamine (HMDA) or 1, 6-Diamino-

hexane was procured from Merck, Merck Schu-
chardt OHG, Germany.

Synthesis of pristine PDMS- and PDMS-based
nanocomposites

Surface functionalization of CNFs

The amination was done by treating 3 g of nanofibers
with excess of HMDA within a 250-mL three-necked
round-bottomed flask at 130 6 10�C in an oil bath for
24 h. The modified nanofibers were then washed with
alcohol to remove the excess of amine present. This
was followed by washing with distilled water to
remove the alcohol. The nanofibers were then sub-
jected to filtration using nylon membrane filter paper
of 0.45 lm pore size followed by vacuum drying at
80�C. This procedure is similar to that developed pre-
viously by George and Bhowmick.29

Synthesis of vinyl terminated PDMS-based
nanocomposites

In situ vinyl terminated PDMS-based nanocompo-
sites were prepared following the procedure
adopted in our previous publication.12 Briefly, 15 g
of D4 and 0.08 g of KOH were reacted at 140�C
under nitrogen atmosphere in presence of nanofiller
for 2 h followed by addition of 1, 1, 3, 3-Tetra-
methyl-1, 3-divinyldisiloxane. The reaction was
terminated after 4 h and was left overnight.

Work up and curing of nanocomposites

The nanocomposite was soaked in toluene and
unreacted base was neutralized by H3PO4. This was
followed by addition of platinum catalyst and Si-H
crosslinker to the resulting solution which was then
cast in a teflon petridish for curing. On solvent evapo-
ration, cured sheet of PDMS composite was obtained.

Synthesis of hydroxyl-terminated PDMS

Totally, 15 g (0.05 mole) of octamethylcyclotetrasilox-
ane (D4) was distilled in the similar way as for vinyl
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terminated PDMS. 0.08g (0.5%) of KOH was finely
grinded in nitrogen atmosphere and was introduced
into the flask. The reaction was continued for two
hours at 140�C. Polymerization was evidenced by
rise in viscosity of the resultant mixture. This was
left undisturbed overnight before the workup.

Work up of the hydroxyl terminated PDMS

Work up of the synthesized PDMS was done in
exactly the same way as that with vinyl terminated
PDMS.

Curing of hydroxyl terminated PDMS

Thirteen grams of the polymer obtained was dis-
solved in 20 mL of toluene to make a homogeneous
solution. To this 0.5 g of TEOS was added and the
resulting mixture was stirred using a magnetic stir-
rer for a few minutes. This was followed by the
addition of 0.025 g of DBTDL and a constant stirring
for a minute. The final mixture was degassed for
10 minutes to remove unwanted gaseous volatiles
and was cast in a Teflon petridish and left undis-
turbed overnight. This resulted in a transparent
sheet of � 0.5 mm thickness which was ultimately
vacuum-dried at 80�C.

Synthesis of hydroxyl-terminated PDMS-based
nanocomposites

Varying amounts of modified and unmodified CNF
was soaked in D4 and left overnight. The monomer
containing CNF was sonicated for 10 min in order to
deagglomerate the filler in the monomer phase. This
was followed by addition of same amount of base
and the reaction was carried out in the same way as
with pristine PDMS. Even work up and curing was
done following the same procedure and using same
amount of reagents.

Synthesis of ex situ CNF/PDMS nanocomposites by
solution casting

Vinyl PDMS and hydroxyl PDMS were synthe-
sized by same polymerization technique as men-
tioned earlier. Calculated amount of CNF was
dispersed in toluene and sonicated for 15 min.
This was then added to the polymer solution and
stirred for 2 h. To the resulting solution, curing
agent was added, the mixture was degassed, cast
in Teflon petridish and left overnight for curing
at room temperature. The samples along with
their compositions and designations are compiled
in Table I.

TABLE I
Sample Preparation Along with Their Designations

Sample
D4

used (g)
KOH
(g)

Vinyl
terminator (g)

Polymer
obtained (g)

Amount of Si-H
crosslinker (g)

Amount of
TEOS (g)

Amount of CNF
(with respect to the

polymer obtained) (phr)

VP C0 15 0.08 0.05 13 0.32 – –
VP C1 15 0.08 0.05 13 0.32 – 1
VP C2 15 0.08 0.05 13 0.32 – 2
VP C4 15 0.08 0.05 13 0.32 – 4
VP C8 15 0.08 0.05 13 0.32 – 8
VP C2A 15 0.08 0.05 13 0.32 – 2
VP C4A 15 0.08 0.05 13 0.32 – 4
VP C8A 15 0.08 0.05 13 0.32 – 8
VP C4Ea 15 0.08 0.05 13 0.32 – 4
VP C8Ea 15 0.08 0.05 13 0.32 – 8
PD C0 15 0.08 – 13 – 0.5 –
PD C1 15 0.08 – 13 – 0.5 1
PD C2 15 0.08 – 13 – 0.5 2
PD C4 15 0.08 – 13 – 0.5 4
PD C8 15 0.08 – 13 – 0.5 8
PD C10 15 0.08 – 13 – 0.5 10
PD C1A 15 0.08 – 13 – 0.5 1
PD C2A 15 0.08 – 13 – 0.5 2
PD C4A 15 0.08 – 13 – 0.5 4
PD C8A 15 0.08 – 13 – 0.5 8
PD C10A 15 0.08 – 13 – 0.5 10
PD C4Ea 15 0.08 – 13 – 0.5 4
PD C8Ea 15 0.08 – 13 – 0.5 8

VP, PD, and C stand for vinyl PDMS, hydroxyl PDMS and carbon nanofiber respectively.
A signifies amine modified carbon nanofiber filled nanocomposites.
a Stands for the samples prepared by ex situ method.
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Instrumentation

Characterization of synthesized PDMS

Number average molecular weight. To determine num-
ber average molecular weight of the synthesized
PDMS 29Si Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)
spectra of pristine vinyl endcapped PDMS and
hydroxyl PDMS were taken using Bruker AM-360,
400 MHz NMR spectrometer with tetramethylsilane
(TMS) as the internal standard and a paramagnetic
relaxation agent such as chromium acetylacetonate
for exact integration. The concentrations of samples
in CDCl3 solution were 50 % w/v. For acquiring 29Si
NMR spectra a heteronuclear gated decoupled pulse
sequence (NONOE) was used.

Characterization of nanocomposites

Transmission electron microscopy. The samples for
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis
were prepared by ultra-cryomicrotomy with a
Leica Ultracut UCT (Leica Microsystems GmdH,
Vienna, Austria). Freshly sharpened glass knives
with cutting edges of 45� were used to obtain
cryosections of about 100–150 nm thickness at
�150�C. The cross sections were collected individ-
ually in sucrose solution and directly supported
on a copper grid of 300 mesh. Microscopy was
performed with JEOL 2100, Japan. Transmission
electron microscope was operated at an accelerat-
ing voltage of 200 kV.
Attenuated total reflection-Fourier transmission infrared
(ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy. An infrared spectropho-
tometer (Nicolet Nexus, Madison, WI) was used to
acquire the Attenuated total reflection (ATR)-Fou-
rier transmission infrared (FTIR) spectra of the
samples within a range of 650 cm�1 to 4000 cm�1

taking a resolution of 4 cm�1 using a ZnSe prism.
An average of 120 scans was accounted for each
spectrum.
Swelling analysis. The swelling studies of the rubber
specimens have been carried out in toluene at ambi-
ent conditions (27�C) for three days. The volume
fraction of rubber in swollen gel (Vr) is calculated
using eq (1).30

Vr¼
ðDs � FfAwÞq�1

r

ðDs � FfAwÞq�1
r þ Asq�1

s (1)

where,
Aw ¼ weight of test specimen.

Ds ¼ deswollen weight of the test specimen.

Ff ¼ weight fraction of insoluble components.

As ¼ weight of absorbed solvent corrected for
swelling increment.

qr ¼ density of rubber.

qs ¼ density of the solvent

The apparent crosslink density was calculated
according to Flory-Rehner31 equation using the value
of Vr as follows [eq. (2)].

�½ ln ð1� VrÞ þ Vr þ vV2
r � ¼

qr
Mc

� Vs V1=3
r � Vr

2

� �
(2)

where,
v ¼ Flory–Huggins polymer–solvent interaction

parameter
qr ¼ density of rubber
Mc ¼ molecular weight between crosslinks
Vs ¼ molar volume of the solvent

The results shown were mean values of three
experiments performed for each sample. The mean
error of the measurement was 63% for the above
measurements.
where, v is Flory–Huggins-interaction parameter.

Its value is 0.465 for PDMS–toluene system. Vr is the
volume fraction of rubber in the swollen gel, Ff the
fraction insoluble, Ds the deswollen weight of the
nanocomposites, Aw the initial weight of the sample,
and As the amount of solvent imbibed. qr is the den-
sity of the rubber and qr is density of the swelling
solvent.
Thermogravimetric analysis. The thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) analysis was carried out with 3–5 mg
sample in Perkin Elmer Instrument, Diamond TG-
DTA, at the heating rate of 20�C/min under air
atmosphere up to 800�C. The data was analyzed by
TA Universal analysis software. The temperature at
which maximum degradation takes place has been
denoted by Tmax and onset temperature of degrada-
tion has been denoted by Ti. The error in the mea-
surement is 6 1�C.
Mechanical properties. Dumb-bell shaped samples
(tensile specimens) ASTM D 412-98 were punched
out from the solution cast sheets using ASTM Die-
C. The tensile tests were performed on a Zwick
UTM, Model – Z010 (Zwick GmbH and Co., Ulm,
Germany) at a cross-head speed of 500 mm/min at
25�C. The average of three tests is reported here.
Dynamic mechanical analysis. The dynamic mechani-
cal data of the samples (12.59 mm � 6.65 mm � 1.2
mm) were obtained by using a dynamic mechanical
analysis (DMA) of TA instruments (model Q800).
The sample specimens were analyzed in tensile
mode at a constant frequency of 1 Hz, a strain of
0.05% and a temperature range from –130 to 50�C at
a heating rate of 2�C/min. The data were analyzed
by TA Universal analysis software on a TA com-
puter attached to the machine. Loss tangent (tan d)
was measured as a function of temperature for all
the samples under identical conditions. The temper-
ature corresponding to the peak in tan d versus
temperature plot was taken as the glass-rubber tran-
sition temperature (Tg).
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis of vinyl and hydroxyl terminated PDMS
and curing reaction

Synthesis of vinyl and hydroxyl PDMS has been car-
ried out by anionic ring opening polymerization of

D4.
32 The reaction scheme is shown in Figure 1(a,b),

respectively. Curing of vinyl PDMS is based on plati-
num catalyzed hydrosilylation reaction33 as shown in
Figure 1(c). Curing of the hydroxyl functional PDMS
has been done with TEOS and DBTDL following
the principle of hydrolysis and condensation.

Figure 1 (a) Scheme of the polymerization reaction for vinyl endcapped PDMS. (b) Scheme of the polymerization reac-
tion for hydroxyl PDMS. (c) Platinum catalyzed hydrosilylation of vinyl PDMS. [Color figure can be viewed in the online
issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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TEM studies

TEM studies give a clear picture for the dispersion
state of the nanofibers in the PDMS matrix. Quantifi-
cation of the dispersion degree has been done by
introducing the dispersion degree parameter D0.1,
which is defined as the free path distance distribu-
tion and lies in the range of 0.9 x to 1.1 x, where x is
the mean spacing between the nanofibers. Higher
the value of D0.1, better is the dispersion. Free path
distribution follows a lognormal distribution
model34 and D0.1 is formulated as:

D0:1 ¼ 1:1539� 10�2 þ 7:5933� 10�2ðx=sÞ þ 6:6838

� 10�4ðx=sÞ2 � 1:9169

� 10�4ðx=sÞ3 þ 3:9201� 10�6ðx=sÞ4 ð3Þ

where s is the standard deviation.
Based on the free path data, mean and standard

deviation are obtained using the expressions

x ¼ P
i
xi
N and s ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
i
xi�xð Þ2

N�1ð Þ

r
respectively. The ratio

x
sis used to calculate D0.1.

Figure 2(a) shows the TEM image of in situ
prepared 4 phr CNF loaded vinyl PDMS nanocom-
posite. To determine the dispersion state of the

nanofibers the TEM image is processed using Image
J software. In order to remove uneven illumination,
background subtraction is done. This is followed by
smoothening of the image to remove noise if
any and conversion into threshold image shown in
Figure 2(b).
Free path is determined by using randomly a line

tool shown in Figure 2(b) and consecutively con-
structing the plot profile of the selective scanned
region as shown in Figure 2(c). The distance with
zero gray value corresponds to the matrix region
separating two individual fibers and is a measure of
the free path.
Figure 2(d) shows a plot of luminance versus the

area scanned. The most illuminated area (matrix of
the polymer) is raised high while the fibers are
embedded low in the plot. Thus this interactive 3D
plot gives an idea of the three-dimensional form of
the TEM image.
Several measurements (N ¼ 260) in terms of free

path are done as mentioned and a histogram is
constructed. A lognormal fit is imposed on it and x

s
is used to determine D0.1.
Figure 3 shows the histogram for free path distri-

bution data for in situ prepared unmodified CNF/
PDMS (4 phr) nanocomposite. From the lognormal
fit, the mean spacing and standard deviation are

Figure 2 (a) TEM image (b) thresholded image of 4 phr CNF filled vinyl endcapped PDMS nanocomposite (c) Plot of
gray value versus distance. (d) 3D interactive plot profile of in situ prepared CNF(4 phr)/vinyl PDMS nanocomposite.
[Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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calculated to be x ¼ 0.33 lm and s ¼ 0.106 lm
respectively which gives x/s ¼ 3.113. This results in
a D0.1 value of 24.87%.

Effect of nanocomposite preparation on dispersion
of nanofillers

A comparative study of the dispersion degree is
made in order to understand the state of dispersion
of nanofibers for in situ prepared nanocomposites
with those prepared by conventional ex situ method.
TEM images of ex situ prepared nanocomposites fea-
ture prominent agglomeration of nanofibers in the
form of lumps. Figure 4(a) is a representative TEM
image of 4 phr unmodified CNF loaded ex situ nano-
composite. The mean spacing in this case is found to
be x ¼ 0.104 lm with a standard deviation s ¼ 0.079
lm which results in x/s ¼1.328. Thus, a very low

value of D0.1 (11.69%) is observed for these
nanocomposites.

Effect of chemical modification of nanofillers on
state of dispersion

Functionalization of fillers results in notable
improvement in dispersion of the fillers in the poly-
mer matrices.35 In a similar way, in this case amine
modification of CNFs significantly improves the
extent of dispersion of the individual fibers in the
matrix and thereby improves various physico-me-
chanical properties of the nanocomposites as dis-
cussed later. High degree of dispersion of the indi-
vidual nanofibers is evident from Figure 4(b) which
is much better than ex situ as well as in situ prepared
nanocomposites with unmodified CNF. In this case,
from the histogram shown in Figure 5, x and s are
calculated to be 0.34 and 0.084 lm, respectively.
From these values x/s ¼ 4.047 which gives a much
higher D0.1 value of 31.81%. The probable factor for
this higher value of D0.1 is the H-bonding interaction
between the amine groups on the filler surface and
PDMS backbone which facilitates intimate polymer–
filler interaction.

ATR-FTIR analysis

Figure 6 shows the ATR-FTIR spectra of virgin vinyl
PDMS and its nanocomposites with unmodified and
amine modified CNF at same filler loading. FTIR
spectrum of PDMS shows characteristic absorptions
for the following structural features: prominent
peaks are found at 2964 cm�1 for asymmetric CH
stretch, 1408 cm�1 due to CH3 asymmetric deforma-
tion, 1259 cm�1 CH3 symmetric deformation,
SiAOASi asymmetric deformation around 1020
cm�1, SiAOASi skeletal stretching at 790 cm�1 and
695 cm�1 for the surface.36

Figure 3 Representative plot of frequency versus distance
between the nanofibers for in situ CNF/vinyl endcapped
PDMS (4 phr) nanocomposite.

Figure 4 TEM image of (a) ex situ prepared unmodified CNF/vinyl PDMS nanocomposite (4 phr) (b) in situ prepared
amine-modified CNF/vinyl PDMS nanocomposite (4 phr).
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For amine modified CNF-based nanocomposites,
shift in absorption for SiAOASi asymmetric stretch
is observed. This may be due to the fact that the
amine functionalities on the CNF surface interact
with the O atom in the main polymer backbone
through H-bonding. But in the case of unmodified
CNF-based nanocomposites, almost no change in the
position of this peak is observed as functional
groups are absent in this case. Moreover, the pres-
ence of amine functionalities is well observable for
the nanocomposite with amine modified CNF from
the peak around 3500 cm–1 which is due to the
NAH group. This confirms the presence of ANH2

groups on the filler which can participate in H-bond-

ing interaction with the O atom of the SiAO back-
bone. Furthermore, the intensity of this peak gradu-
ally increases with increase in filler concentration as
evident from the inset of Figure 6. A schematic rep-
resentation of the H-bonding between the amine
groups on the filler surface and the O atom in the
PDMS backbone has been made in Figure 7.

Swelling studies

Figure 8 shows the plots of crosslink density for
unmodified and amine-modified CNF-based nano-
composites for hydroxyl PDMS systems. In situ pre-
pared nanocomposites show higher crosslink density
compared with ex situ prepared nanocomposites.
This is reflected in the properties discussed later.
Besides nonbonding forces of attraction commonly
responsible for upliftment of CNF-based nanocom-
posites, PDMS-amine modified CNF nanocomposites
show H-bonding interaction between the O atom in
the PDMS main backbone and the NAH functional-
ities of the amine groups on the filler surface. This

Figure 5 Representative plot of frequency versus distance
between the nanofibers for in situ vinyl endcapped amine
modified CNF/vinyl PDMS (4 phr) nanocomposite.

Figure 6 Comparison of the FTIR plots of unfilled,
unmodified, and amine modified CNF-filled vinyl PDMS
systems.

Figure 7 Schematic representation of H-bonding between
the amine functionalities of the filler modifier and the
PDMS backbone.

Figure 8 Comparison of crosslink densities of the neat poly-
mer and CNF filled hydroxyl PDMS-based nanocomposites.
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additional interaction is expected to impart
enhanced interaction between the two phases and
increase crosslink density since these H-bonded sites
act as physical crosslinks.

However, it is found that for vinyl terminated
PDMS-based nanocomposites, there is a decrease in
crosslink density for the amine modified CNF-based
nanocomposites as compared with the unmodified
CNF-based systems for the same filler concentration.
This is evident from the results compiled in Table II.

Detailed studies with the curing systems for vinyl
PDMS revealed that SiAH bonds are very much sus-
ceptible to amines (Lewis bases) leading to liberation
of hydrogen.37 Thus, it may be concluded that pres-
ence of amine groups on the fiber surface consumes
the reactive SiAH groups of the crosslinker thereby
decreasing the effective amount of the latter. The
extent of this side reaction increases with increase in
the amount of the filler. Polymer–filler interaction,
on the other hand, increases with increase in filler
content. The extent of interaction is also influenced
by filler agglomeration at higher concentrations.
Thus, these factors lead to a decrease in crosslink
density of the amine modified CNF-based nanocom-
posites. The effect of decrease in crosslink density is

reflected in the various properties of the nanocom-
posites in the subsequent sections.
With hydroxyl terminated PDMS as the matrix,

crosslink density of the amine modified PDMS-based
nanocomposites is higher compared with the
unmodified CNF-based system at same filler load-
ing. Since, here the crosslinking system (TEOS in
presence of DBTDL) is unaffected by the amine
functionalities, the effect of the filler in increasing
the interfacial adhesion through H-bonding interac-
tion is quite evident. Increased crosslink density sug-
gests strong interface formation between polymer
and filler.38 This is the consequence of better disper-
sion of the filler in polymer matrix.

Thermogravimetric studies

Figure 9 shows a comparative plot of thermograms of
pristine PDMS and its nanocomposites with unmodi-
fied and amine modified CNF and the results of the
TG analysis have been compiled in Table III. The
nature of the plots for temperature dependence of the
nanocomposites is usually sigmoid. From the figure,
it is observed that thermal degradation of the nano-
composites shifts to higher temperature with increas-
ing loading of filler. This substantiates formation of a
polymer–filler interface which is the consequence of
interaction between the macromolecular chains and
the filler.

Thermal stability of unmodified CNF-based
nanocomposites

For vinyl PDMS system with unmodified CNF, Tmax

increases by 11, 42, 100, and 138�C for 1, 2, 4, and 8
phr of filler loadings respectively, while temperature

TABLE II
Comparison of Crosslink Density of Various

Nanocomposites at Same Filler Loading

Sample Crosslink density � 10�5 mol/cm3

VP C4 4.25 6 0.06
VP C4A 2.67 6 0.02
VP C4E 4.07 6 0.12
PD C4 4.45 6 0.03
PD C4A 5.04 6 0.05

Figure 9 Representative TGA plots of CNF and CNF/
PDMS nanocomposites.

TABLE III
Results of Thermogravimetric Analysis of Unfilled and

CNF-Filled PDMS Vulcanizates

Sample Tmax (�C) Ti (
�C) Ash content (%)

VP C0 350 332 18
VP C1 361 339 22
VP C2 392 344 24
VP C4 450 376 27
VP C8 488 424 32
VP C4E 403 366 21
PD C0 341 316 6
PD C1 355 335 11
PD C2 386 370 13
PD C4 435 402 16
PD C8 482 414 21
PD C1A 363 337 7
PD C2A 399 378 8
PD C4A 425 399 11
PD C8A 455 429 16
PD C10A 461 421 17
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of initiation of degradation (Ti) increases by 7, 12,
44, and 92�C in the same sequence.

For in situ prepared unmodified CNF/hydroxyl
terminated PDMS nanocomposites, Tmax shows an
increment of 14, 45, 94, and 141�C, while Ti increases
by 19, 54, 86, and 98�C respectively for 1, 2, 4, and 8
phr loadings of filler. It is by the virtue of the in situ
method of nanocomposite preparation which results
in lesser extent of agglomeration of the CNFs as
observed in TEM studies. However, quite interest-
ingly CNF in the nanocomposites decomposed at a
lower temperature compared to the pristine CNF as
observed by Xu et al.39 It is established that the ash
content in oxidative thermal degradation of PDMS
yields silicon carbide or oxycarbide as one of the
components besides silica.40 For the nanocomposites,
ash content is found to increase with increasing filler
content. This is probably due to the fact that the
nanofibers react at high temperature with the depo-
lymerizing PDMS to produce silicon carbide and
oxycarbide. The amount of this material goes on
increasing with increasing concentration of filler in
the nanocomposite. In case of the nanocomposites,
the thermally stable filler particles restrict oxygen
from depolymerizing PDMS by barrier mechanism
and hence reduce the rate of degradation reaction.
The competitive oxidative crosslinking stabilizes
the product thereby increasing the ash content
nonstoichiometrically.

Effect of method of preparation

Ex situ prepared nanocomposites do not show
improved thermal stability to the extent shown by in
situ prepared nanocomposites. While for VP C4,
Tmax and Ti are respectively 450 and 376�C, these are
respectively just 403 and 366�C for VP C4E (ex situ).
This is most probably due to poor dispersion of the
filler in the polymer matrix as has been observed
from image analysis of TEM micrographs.

Effect of amine modification of filler

There is no observable change in Tmax and Ti when
compared with those of virgin rubber with increas-
ing filler loading for amine modified CNF-based
vinyl PDMS systems. This is observed for amine
modified CNF/vinyl PDMS-based system only. In
fact, both these parameters undergo no prominent
change for these systems in comparison to the
unfilled system. The probable reason for this is side
reaction between the SiAH crosslinker and the
amine groups which adversely affects the thermal
stability of the nanocomposites. This is evident from
the crosslink density measurements.

Comparison of the thermal stability of amine-
modified CNF-based nanocomposites with virgin
hydroxyl terminated PDMS suggests that there is a

prominent shift in the Ti and Tmax values towards
higher temperature side. For amine modified CNF/
hydroxyl PDMS-based systems, Tmax shows an
increase of 22, 58, 84, 114, and 120�C for 1, 2, 4, 8,
and 10 phr of filler loadings, while increase in Ti

occurs by 21, 62, 83, 113, and 105�C for the same fil-
ler loadings respectively. The overall oxidative sta-
bility of the amine modified nanocomposites is less
compared with unmodified CNF-filled systems of
the same loadings, especially at higher loadings,
though it is much higher compared with the virgin
elastomer. This may be due to the fact that the
amino groups introduced on the filler surface create
a basic environment and hence catalyze the PDMS
decomposition reaction. This happens since it is
established that decomposition of PDMS is catalyzed
by lewis base.41

Mechanical properties

Effect of method of preparation

Tensile tests performed on the samples show the
reinforcing effect of CNF on the PDMS matrix.
Mechanical properties are the outcome of several
factors: aspect ratio of filler, degree of dispersion,
and matrix-filler adhesion to form a strong inter-
face.42,43 It is found that tensile strength and tensile
modulus increase with increase in filler concentra-
tion in the matrix for all the systems. This is due to
the fact that with increase in filler concentration,
number of physical crosslinks between filler and
polymer, in terms of nonbonding forces of attrac-
tion, increases.41 This is evident from the crosslink
density measurement as discussed in one of the
earlier sections. However, the extent of increase in
these parameters is not the same for various sys-
tems. Improvement is much more prominent for in
situ prepared unmodified CNF/vinyl PDMS nano-
composites compared to those prepared by conven-
tional ex situ method (in this case solution casting).
Tensile strength increases by 75, 99, 109, and 150%
for 1, 2, 4, and 8 phr respectively, while modulus
increases by 151, 176, 184, and 310 % for in situ
prepared unmodified CNF/vinyl PDMS nanocom-
posites. However, the increase in tensile strength
for ex situ prepared nanocomposites is found to be
just 89 and 97 % for 4 and 8 phr CNF respectively.
This is probably due to varying state of dispersion
of the nanofibers in the elastomeric matrix as
evident from TEM studies.
Figure 10 shows the % improvement in various

parameters related to mechanical properties such as
tensile strength, tensile modulus, and modulus at
100% elongation with respect to the method of prep-
aration (in situ versus ex situ). The results compiled
in the plot shows that the method of preparation of
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the nanocomposites has a tremendous impact upon
various properties owing to the difference in the
degree of filler dispersion.

Effect of amine modification of CNF on the
mechanical properties of vinyl PDMS-based
nanocomposites

For in situ prepared amine modified CNF-vinyl
PDMS nanocomposites, mechanical properties show
minimal improvement with increase in filler loading.
Increase in tensile strength is only 45 and 54% for 1
and 2 phr of filler loading, respectively. For higher

loadings improper curing leads to deterioration of
properties due to side reaction between functional
groups on filler and reactive groups of the cross-
linker. Several factors such as polymer–filler interac-
tion, filler agglomeration at higher concentration,
and the side reaction contribute to a minor improve-
ment in mechanical strength. As a consequence, the
objective of improving the mechanical properties of
the nanocomposites is not effectively fulfilled.

Effect of change in matrix system to hydroxyl
terminated PDMS

A switch over to the functionally different matrix
system results in overwhelming increase in tensile
strength and modulus as observed from Table IV.
Tensile strength for in situ prepared unmodified
CNF hydroxyl PDMS-based nanocomposites
increases by 7, 23, 84, and 132 % for 1, 2, 4, and
8 phr filler loading while tensile modulus increases
by 12, 33, 72, and 105% for 1, 2, 4, and 8 phr of
unmodified CNF. Thus, increased polymer–filler
interaction and also the penetration of the polymer
molecules into the cylindrical hollow core of the
nanofibers as facilitated by the lubricating graphitic
systems at high reaction temperature is manifested
in the improved mechanical properties for the lat-
ter.44 Elongation at break (EAB) shows a rather
irregular trend although there is a net decrease for
the nanocomposites due to restricted macromolecu-
lar mobility.45 This is also an evidence for the poly-
mer–filler interaction leading to enhanced interface
adhesion. Table IV is the compilation of the mechan-
ical properties measurements for the neat rubber
vulcanizate and its nanocomposites.

Figure 10 Plot of percentage improvement in various pa-
rameters for in situ prepared vinyl PDMS nanocomposites
in comparison to conventional ex situ prepared nanocom-
posites at 8 phr filler loading.

TABLE IV
Comparison of the Mechanical Properties of Neat

Rubber Vulcanizate and Its Nanocomposites

Sample Emod (kPa)

Tensile
strength
(TS) (kPa)

Elongation
at break
(EAB) (%)

VP C0 140 6 20 167 6 12 506 6 59
VP C1 352 6 10 292 6 11 145 6 6
VP C2 387 6 21 333 6 16 120 6 4
VP C4 398 6 11 349 6 4 124 6 7
VP C8 575 6 23 418 6 12 105 6 1
VP C2A 352 6 13 243 6 8 154 6 3
VP C4A 553 6 4 258 6 13 129 6 11
VP C4E 177 6 12 317 6 11 210 6 15
VP C8E 352 6 21 330 6 7 177 6 18
PD C0 283 6 21 238 6 12 208 6 6
PD C1 316 6 15 254 6 3 196 6 9
PD C2 377 6 11 292 6 11 182 6 3
PD C4 487 6 15 439 6 7 129 6 6
PD C8 580 6 25 553 6 14 100 6 9
PD C1A 420 6 11 346 6 7 227 6 13
PD C2A 538 6 7 458 6 13 181 6 6
PD C4A 915 6 22 566 6 22 170 6 4
PD C8A 1740 6 18 1120 6 25 155 6 3

Figure 11 Plot of tensile strength and tensile modulus for
in situ prepared amine modified CNF-hydroxyl PDMS
nanocomposites as a function of filler loading. [Color fig-
ure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available
at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Effect of amine modification of CNF on mechanical
properties for hydroxyl PDMS-based
nanocomposites

Figure 11 shows a combined plot of tensile
strength and tensile modulus with increasing filler
concentration for in situ prepared amine modified
CNF/hydroxyl PDMS nanocomposites. Mechanical
properties thrive at their maximum for this filler–ma-
trix combination since dispersion is improved by
chemical functionalization. Furthermore, there is no
side reaction analogous to that observed for vinyl ter-
minated PDMS-based nanocomposites. Tensile
strength is found to show an increase of 45, 92, 137,
370% while modulus increases by 48, 90, 223, 515%
for 1, 2, 4, and 8 phr filler loadings respectively. Thus,
chemical functionalization of filler is a way out for
improving its state of dispersion in the polymer ma-
trix which gets manifested in the upliftment of phys-
ico-mechanical properties of the nanocomposites.

Dynamic mechanical analysis

Representative results of dynamic mechanical analy-
sis are compiled in Table V. Although there is no
prominent shift in glass transition temperature (Tg)
for the nanocomposites, there is a decent decrease in
the height of the peak corresponding to the Tg

(�116�C). This suggests that there is undoubtedly
some interaction between polymer and filler. The
decrease in height as well as slight broadening of
the peak, which is more pronounced for nanocom-
posites with amine modified CNF, is an evidence for
the greater extent of interaction between the polymer
and the filler. Thus, from this observation it may be
concluded that the amine groups introduced on the
filler surface are contributing in an additional poly-
mer–filler interaction, particularly H-bonding inter-
action as evident from the FTIR studies.

CONCLUSIONS

Novel CNF/PDMS nanocomposites were prepared
by in situ polymerization and conventional ex situ so-
lution casting method. Amine modification of CNF

was carried out and nanocomposites were prepared
with the same. A detailed scrutiny of the degree of
dispersion of the nanofibers in the nanocomposites
was done by analysis of the TEM images using
image J software. In situ prepared nanocomposites
showed better degree of filler dispersion as com-
pared with the nanocomposites prepared by conven-
tional methods. Extent of dispersion improved sig-
nificantly by amine modification of filler. This was
due to additional H-bonding interaction between the
two phases. This type of interaction was evident
from the ATR-FTIR studies which showed promi-
nent shift in peak positions. The consequence of
this interaction was evident from the increased
crosslink density of the nanocomposites prepared
with amine modified CNF-based PDMS nanocompo-
sites. Increase in crosslink density was reflected in
the improved mechanical properties of the nanocom-
posites. In situ amine modified CNF/vinyl PDMS
nanocomposites showed only slight improvement in
mechanical properties due to reduction in amount of
hydride crosslinker by reaction with amine groups
on the chemically modified filler. However, change
in the matrix system yielded good results. For in situ
prepared amine modified CNF/hydroxyl PDMS
nanocomposites, tensile modulus increased by 515%
while tensile strength showed an enhancement of
370% at 8 phr CNF loading. There was a prominent
decrease in height of the peak corresponding to Tg

thereby suggesting polymer–filler interaction. This
nanocomposite also showed a decent increase of
Tmax by 114�C which was, however, less than the
nanocomposite prepared with unmodified CNF
(Tmax increased by 141�C). This was due to the facili-
tated depolymerization of PDMS in presence of
amine functionalities.
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